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ABSTRACT 

The long-range particles emitted during the spontaneous fission of 

2 52
cf have been investigated, confirming the em:i.ssion of 

1
H, 

2
H, 

and 6He. In addition it 1vas found that 
8

He, 6Li, 7Li, 
8
1i, 9Li, 

3 ) 1+ 
H, H~, · He 

probably other isotopes of Be are also emitted. A detailed search for the 

em:i.ssj_on of the heavy helj_um isotopes 7He, 9He and 
10

He yielded no evidence 

for their particle stability. Relative i.ntensi ties and most probable energj_es 

for all emitted hydrogen and helium isotopes (except 3He) and for the Li and 

Be ions were obtained . 

_L ____ _ 

'v t 
\York pe:r·forrned under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commisc:Lon. 
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1. Introduct j_ on 

Several investj_gators have reported the observation of long-range 

1 2 l . 1-3 8 3 1 l 7 protons, ' deuterons, _ tn_tons, ' He particles and ex-particles -

erni tt.ed during the ~;pontaneous fisE:ion of 252cf. In addi.t:Lon, Hhci..stunc and. 

Thornas
2 

have reported the definite observation of 6He particles (and possibly 

8He particles) from 
2

5
2

Cf fission. These latter data suggest that particles 

with charge ::=: 2 and ma::;s number > 6 might also be produced durinc; the fi:;:3ior1 

' 
process, although thej_r production rate appears small compared with that of 

ex-particles. 

Since all the knownhydrogen isotopes which are stable to nucleon 

emission are emitted during the fission- process, it seems rea-sonable to a~;sume 

that all nucleon-stable helium isotopes could be observed during the fjs~don 

of 
252

cr. The observation of \re, 
4

He and 6ne along with the absence of \ie 

which j_s kno1-m to be particle unstable (5He -> 
4

ne + n + 0. 957 MeV) 9 tends to 

support this assumption. Thus, a detailed study of the long-range he1iwn 

isotopes emitted during the spontaneous fission of 
2

52cf might be expected to 

. 7 8 10 
yield information concerning the particle stability of He, He and He. At 

present 7He has beenpredicted to be nucleon unstable frqm a calculation based 

on a Coulomb correction to the knoim
10 

T := 3/2 states in 7 Li and 7Be, 1-1hjle 

8
He has been recently observed as a delayed-neutron emitter

11 
and its n1ass 

12 
has been measured. In an effort to determine 1-1hether helium j_sotopes of 

mass number > -8 _exist, we have searched the long-range fragments from 
252

cf 

10 
fissj_on for the presence of He, 1vhich due to neutron pairing energy syste-

matics might be a better candidate for stability than 9ne. 
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Addi t:i.onally} a kno-vlledge of the various light fragments emitted during 

the spontaneous fission of 
2

5
2

cfJ along with their relaU.ve intensities and 

energy distributions J might be of help in better w1derstandinc; the mechanism 

of the fission process itself. 

Z. . EXPERIMENTAl, 

The two sources used for these measurements consisted of 20 and 12 ~tgm 

of 
2

5
2

cf'J respectively, deposited on platinum backings and having a nominal 

source diameter of 0.3 em. The 20 f_Lgm source was covered with a 6.66 mg/cm
2 

aluminum foil and the 12 ~tgm source vlith a 15.83 mg/cm
2 

gold foil. Additional 

foils were added externally so that the total foil thicknesses were 8.26 

mg/crn
2 

of aluminwn and24.75 mg/cm
2 

of gold, respectively, each sufficient to 

stop the 6.11 MeV ex-particles produced in the natural decay of 
2

5
2
cr. The 

positions of the source and external foil with respect to the detector 

assembly are shown in Fig. 1. The solid angle subtended by the deteetors >vas 

0.007 sr. as defined by the series of tantalum collimators. For certain runs 

the external foil was removed and the sa:Iid angle subtended by the counter 

telescope decreased to 0.0006 sr; this permitted the 6.11 MeV decay ex-particles 

to strike the first detector, markedly increasing its counU.ng rate. 

After penetrating the cover foil, long-range particles from the source 

passed bebveen the poles of a small. magnet, v1nich deflected most of the l01v-

energy electrons, and traversed a detector telescope consisting of 3 (or l~) 

phosphorous-diffused and/or lithium-drifted silicon detecton;, depending on 

the particles being studied and the method of data collection. 'Jlhe entire 

• 
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detector assembly 1-1a s kept in a vacuu_m while data I·Tere being collected; ho1·1ever, 

"' 33 f.lg/cm
2 

of air at one atmosphere pressure was trapped betlveen the cover 

foil and the 
252

Cf source. All measured energies were corrected for loss0s in 

this air layer, the cover and external foils and the detector dead layers. 

Following preamplifi.cation, pulses froill the detectors V~ere routed to 

delay-line shaped linear amplifiers with cross-over pick off. An abbreviated 

bJ oc:k diagram of the electronic equipment i.s shovm in Fig. 2. A particle vl}lj ch 

traversed the two "6E" detectors and stopped in the "E" detector (i.e. part i.clc 

1 in Fig. 2) generated three pulses which were amplified and fed to a fast-slOvl 

coincidence system 1-1i th a fast coincidence re solvi.ng t:i.me of 50 ns. The pile-

up rejector section of the coinc:i.dence system was not employed unless spccincal.ly 

indicated in the text. If the coincidence requirements were met, these three 

pulses were presented to the particle identifier (PI) along with a timing pulse. 

Particles which did not stop in the "E" detector (i.e. part:i.cle 2 in Fig. 2) 

generated a pulse in the "E-reject" ·detector whi.ch was used to reject the event 

in an anti-coincidence circuit. This was necessary because particles 1-1hich do 

not lose their entire energy in the first three detectors y:ieJ,d an improper 

identification pulse. 

The particle ident1fier (PI) shmm schematically :in Fi.g. 2 was developed 

13 14 
at this laboratory and is an augmented version of an earlier model also 

developed here. This new identifier, like its predecL:ssor, generates an identi-

ficat:i.on pulse based on an empirical relationship beh1een the range of a pa1·U.cle, 

R, and its energy, E: R == a El. 73. The proportionality constant ~ i.s different 

for the various particles, decrea-sing 1-1ith increasing mass and charge. The· 
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three-counter identifier produces three identification pulses for each particle .. 

A schematic derivation of these three pulses using the three energy pulse[: 

(6E2, f\EJ and E) and the relationship R =a El.7) is presented in Fig. ). It 

is seen that the identification signals are proportional to the L:£2, fiE) and 

(6E2 + 6E1) detector thicknesses, respectively. The Ident. 1 and Iclent. 2 

pulses (see Figs. 2 and 3) are then compared. If their ratio agrees with:in 

preset adjustable limits, a linear gc-ite is opened allowing the third j dentifj-

0 
cation pulse (Ident. 3 on Figs. 2 and 3) to emerge as the PI output. In the 

above manner events wh:i.ch produce an abnormal energy loss (due to blockinc;, 

channeli.ng, etc.) in a single 6E detector and which wou1d therefore j_dentify 

improperly are eliminated. Tests have shown that these "bad" events - which 

predominantly fill the valleys of the identifier spectrum - can be removed 

while 95 to 99 per cent of the total counts are allO\·Ied through the particle 

identifier. 

'l'ypical PI spectra for hydrogen and helilm1 isotopes obtained using t1w 

three-counter identifier de scribed above arc shown in Fig. ~-. In these ca seso; 

~ two per cent of the total hydrogen isotope counts and ~ three per cent of the 

total helium isotope counts were rejected. The three-counter identifier was 

designed. so that it is also capable of being operated as a conventional two-

~"''"'' 

counter identj fj_er. The lower energy data presented in Uds report were tc:l};en 

with the PI operating in this mode (one L'\.E detector, an E detector and an F.-

reject detector). 

'l'hree methods of taking data were used in the course of this experiment 

(see Fig. 2): 

• 

i 

" 
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MODE 1: To investigate relatively lOv7-yield particles in detail, the 

6E2, 6EJ, (6E2 + 6El + E = Etotal) and PI pulses were fed into 

a 4096 channel ADC-Buffer system which ~~as gated by the ai>pro-

I 
prJate region of the PI spectrwn. These four pule.e "hr~:i.ght.s 

were recorded in an on-line computer and were later indivi-

dually analyzed using··the kno-vm detector thi.cknesses and 

range-energy relAtions in silicon for ·the parU.clPf> of .intcre;;t. 

The range-energy relations whic"h were w:;cd for tbc analy;d.:; · 

of these individual events were coded at this laboratory
1 5 and 

agreed very well with available experimental data and prior 

' 16 
computations. 

MODE 2: To collect the energy spectra of the more populo'us parti.cles 

in their higher energy ranges, the particle i.dentifier output 

was fed to a four-channel router. Four single-channeJ. analy-

zers in the router were set around the peaks of interest i.n 

the PI spectrwn and their outputs were used to route the energy 

signals into the appropriate quadrants of a 4096-channel· pulse-

height analyzer. In this manner the energy spectra of four 

particles could be collected simultaneously. To effect good 

separation of peaks in t"he PI spectrum, the energy loss in 

the E detector wns normally required to be ~ 3 MeV for hydrogen 

isotopes and~ 6 MeV for helium, lithium and beryllium isotopes. 
17 

MODE 3: To investigate energy spectra at low energi.es, the particle 

identifier pulse and the total ·energy pulse 1-;cre fed to a 
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4096-channel pulse-height analyzer operating in a hm-dimcn-

sional (64 x 64 channels) mode. When taking two-dimensional 

data, no requirements were placed on the E signal, allowing 

the minimum energy possible to be recorded. A representative 

two-dimensional spectrum for the hydrogen isotopes is shovm 

in Fig. 5· 

The detectors used in this experiment were energy calibrated by comparinG 

. . J . th th J f t. 1 f 212p 212B. a prec:ts1on pu .ser Wl - e energy .osses o: ex-pElr ·1c es rom a o - 1. 

natural ex source. The uniformities and thicknesses of the thin detectors were 

determined by observing the energy loss profiles of natural ex-particles and 

selected narrow energy bands of long-range ex-particles and 
6

He particles from 

252cf f. . lSS1.0n. 

Since runs varying in duration from 7 to 220 hours were required to 

collect the data presented in the following section, the energy calibration o~ 

the electronic equtpmcnt was frequently checked using a previom;ly calibr<Jtcd 

precision pulser. The entire system was very stable typical drifts amounted 

to less than 0.5 per cent over an entire run. While searching for rare events 

(operating in Mode 1), the ~ntire system was energy calib~ated every 3-lf hours, 

thus insuring a relj_able energy scale for those events. 

In Table I are shown the various detector thicknesses and modes of 

collecting data which 1vere used for the accumulation of the energy spectra of 

the various long-range particles emitted from 252cf. In addition, the energy 

... 252 
range over which counts could have been observed and the Cf source used are 

. .t.I!J. 
given for each case. The energy distributions presented in the foll01ving section 

were obtained by appropriately normalizing and combining data from the different 

runs . 
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In order to investigate the background counts produced by the intense 

neutron and gamma-ray flux from the 252cf source, a 25 hour run using the 

three-counter particle identifier was made after a 0.63 em Ta absorber was 

placed in the position normally occupied by the external foil (see Fig. l). 

No particles other than low-energy protons vrere observed. The intensity and 

energy distribution of these-protons are discussed in Sec. 3,C. 

_ J.. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Although the primary purpose of this investigation was to search 

for the possible emission of helium isotopes of mass seven, eight and_ten 

from the spontaneous fission of 252cf, data on other long-range particles 

were also obtained. These data are presented in the follovring sections lvith 

a mini:inurn of discussion though the information should be of some help in 

better understanding the fission process. Although long-range particles 

emitted during fission are thought to originate in the stretched "neck" 

region of the fissioning nucleus at the time of scission, this has been 

pr_oven only for a-particles •17 

A. Tritons 

Due to the complexity of the observed proton energy distribution 

(see Sec. J.C), the energy spectra of the hydrogen isotopes will be pre-

sented beginning with tritons-in order to show the type of energy distri-

bution normally observed for long-range par;ticles emitted during fh~sion. 

252 3 1 Tritons emitted from Cf have been observed by Hatson, Hegner, 

Hol'T'ocb;S anc:l Whetc;tone and Thomas. 2 
Th•: triton en~_:rgy sy.1ectrum re:;ultinc: 
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from this investigation is shown in Fig. 6a ; the distribution peaks- at 
. . . . 18 . -

8.0 ± 0.3 MeV with a half~width at half-maxlmwn (HVlHM) of 3.1 ± 0.3 Me\i. 

The.maximum triton energy observed was 24.3 MeV, nearly 8 MeV higher than 

the previously reported maximum of 16.) Mev. 3 Table II lists the results 

of this experiment along with those of other investigators whu have observed 

tritons from 252cf. The triton intensities listed under the column labeled 

"extrapolated" result from extrapolating both the triton and a-particle 

energy spectra to zero energy as shown by the dashed lines on their respective 
,·. 

energy distributions, while the values listed under the column headed 

".measured" result from using only those portions of the energy spectra which 

were actually observed experimentally. This procedure is follmred throughout. 

As can be seen from Table II, the present results for tritons are in accord 

with those of other inve~;tigators. 

B. Deuterons 

Although deuterons from 252cf have been observed by ~legrier, 1 no 

energy distribution has been reported. This is in part due to their infre-

quent emission relative to most other long-range particles emanating from 

252Cf. The energy distribution of deuterons measured during this experimr:;nt 

is presented in Fig. 6b . The error bars on the figure represent counting 

statistics only. The distribution peaks at 8.-0 ± 0.5 M•:;V, has a JMHM of 

3.6 ± 0. 5 MeV and extends to 21.5 MeV. This information, along T.-.rith rclati ve 

j_ni.t-'n:-;j_ty result:;, 

f-or comparison. 
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C. Protons 

Proton emission from 252cf has been reported by \'le~ner1 and l'lheL;tone 

2 and Thomas. The proton energy distribution obtained from this investigation 

is presented in Fig. 7a.. It is unique among all the energy spectra measured 

in that it appears to be composed of three separate energy distributic·ns. A 

possible decomposition of the proton energy spectrum into three components 

is shown in Fig. (b,. where the curves are labeled A, B and C. Utilizine 

the fact that both the deuteron and triton energy spectra exhibit a most 

probable energy of about 8. 0 MeV vrith a HWHM of about 3. 3 MeV, one might expect 

the proton distribution resulting from the same release mechanism to be similar. 

For this reason it appears that the proton component labeled A in Fig. 7b 

2(.:"2 
corresponds to protons emitted from ::.> Cf during the fissj_on process. This 

distribution peaks at 7.8 ± 0.8 MeV, has a HWHM: of 3.4 ± 0.8 MeV and extends 

to 18.8 MeV-quite similar to the deuteron and triton energy spectra. 

In order to determine whether-the protons of components B and C in 

Fig. (b were associated vlith the intense 6.11 MeV a-particle flux from the 

252 10 242 . Cf source, a 3 x 10 dpm Cm natural a-partlcle source (6.11 MeV) was 

chemically purified and packaged in a manner identical vrith the 252cr source. 

·The 242cm source was covered Hith a 24.75 mg/cm2 gold foil which was suffj-

cient to stop the natural a-particles. All long-range particles from this 

source (in a geometry identical to that used for the 252cr measurements) 

vrere then investigated. Only protons 'dere observed; their resulting energy 

distribution is shm,·n in Fig. Sa and appears to arise from tvro superimpoi>?d ., 

energy distributions which are labeled B and C. The shape and most probable 
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energy of the proton distribution B from the 
242

cm source is almost identical 

2"'2 
to that of component B in· the observed proton spectrum from 7 Cf (see !'ig. 7b), .· 

vlhile that portion of the proton distribution labeled C in Fig. Sa corresponds 

reasonably vrell with the higl1 energy part of the 
252

cf proton distribution 

labeled C in Fig. 7b (also see following paragraph). The low-energy portion 

(< 3 MeV) of component C in Fig. Sa could ncit be investigated due to the 

thickness of the gold cover foil. The above similarities strongly indicate 

252 ( ) . that proton components B and C observed from the Cf source Fig. 7b 

arise primarily from the (a,p) reaction on either contaminants in the source 

or the air layer beneath the cover foil. 

To investigate the effect of the high neutron (and gamma) flux on 

the counter telescope and the Ta collimators, a 0.6] em Ta absorber was 

placed between the 252cf source and the detectors. Noparticlesother than 

low-energy protons vrere detecte·d. · Th-e' energy· distribution of these protons, 

lvhich are assumed to aris-:; primarily from the (:>1, p) reaction on the Ta absorber 

and/or the first detector, is shown in Fig. Sb. The collection times of the 

two proton distributions shown in Fig. S are identical. Although the emission 

intensity observed in this manner is almost negligible, normal experimental 

conditions would allaH protons resulting from (n,p) reactions on source 

contaminants and the gold cover and external foils to contribute to the 

observed proton· distribution (Fig. ?a).· Protons of this origin could 

account for the slight differences observed betvreen distributions B and C 

on Fig~. 7b a!1d Sa . 
. , 

' ! 
! 

"'· 

#' I 

.• . -
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D. 

No evidence for the emis:::;ion of hydrogen isotopes of mass 1+ or 5 

2c2 · 
from J Cf was observed ih any of the many particle identifier spectra 

discussed herein. 
19 ' 

This result is ta.ken as additional evj.dence . that these 

isotopes arc not stable to nucleon emission. 

The .probable observation of 3He particles emitted during the fission 

of 252cf with an intensity of< 0.5 per 100 long-range a-particles has been 

l 
reported by Wegner. All identifier spectra obtained in this investigation 

lacked a peak in the position exp:~cted for 3He, although the slight tail:i.ng 

of the very intense a-particle peak could have obscured a very weak 3ne 

group. An expanded PI spectrum arising from the setup for the belo1v exper

iment and sho\ving the position of the predicted 3He peak is presented in 

Fig. 9. In order to investigate in detail the extent to which 3He was 

emitted from 252cf fission, energy pulses for particles whose identifier 

signal fell in the region between A and B on Fig. 9 were collected in Mode 1 

and each event individually analyzed (see Sec. 3.H). Of the 63 events Hhich 

were recorc1ed, 16 were defj_ni tely estaerlished as 3He par~icles and 20 more 

3 . 
. as very probable He particles. During the time interval required to 

accun1ulate these 63 events, 48,071 a-particles were recorded, yielding an 

3 I -4 upper limit for the He a-particle ratio of 7·5 x 10 The relevant 3He 

numerical d8.ta are given in Table III. 
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F. ex-Particles 

Many investigators have observed long-range ex-particles from 252cf 

f
. . 1-7 
lSSJ:on. Since approximately 88 per cent of all long-rangP particle~_; 

emitted during the fission of252cf are ex-particles, they have been studied in 

much greater detail than the other e"tfli tted particles. The energy distri-

bution of ex-particles resulting from this investigation is shown in Fiu,. lOa. 

This spectrum appears very symmetric about the peak energy of 16.0 ± 0.2 MeV 

with a full-width at half-maximum of 10.2 ± 0.3 MeV. 'l'he highest energy 

ex-particle observed was 37·7 Mev, almost 4 MeV higher than had been pre

viously reported. 5 Table III lists the data from the present experime11t 

along with the results of some other investigations. The results of this 

experiment are in substantial agreement withmost previous work. 

G. 6 He 

2 6 252 Whetstone and Thomas have reported the emission of He from Cf 

fission. 'l'he 6He energy distribution of the pre sent investigation ( shmm in 

Fig. lOb) complements their results by extending the measurements from 

13.5 MeV down to 10.0 MeV. This distribution is seen to peak at 12.0 ± 0.5 

MeV, has a HWHM of 4.0 ± 0.5 MeV and extends to 33.3 MeV. Relevant nwner:ical 

data for this isotope are tabulated in Table III. 

H. 
7 . 8 

He and He 

The possible observation of 8He particles en'itted from 252cf' has 

been reported by 1/Thetstone and Thomas, 2 although their results could not be 

considered conclusive. While this cxpt::riment was in progt:es:-; 1 the particle 

~stability of 8He was successfully demonstrated by Poskanzer et a1. 11 and 

.Cerny et a1. 12 We have definit,.;ly established the emission of 8He partic:1•c .:; 

from 252cf fission and have observed "-- 1100 of these long-range events.· 

i ~· 

,· 

'J 
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I 
'l'o investigate in ~etail the emission of heliwn isotopes vrith mass 

ntmiller? 7, the three-counter identification system described in Sec. 2 

was used to take data in Mode l using a counter telescope consisting of four 

fully-depleted phosphorous-diffused silicon transmission detectors (37 f1 - &.2; · 

15 11 - 6El; 112 11 - E; and 127 11 - E-reject). Detector profiles Here 

obtained for the someHhat nonuniform 37 and 15 ~L detectors as described in 

Sec. 2. The 6E2, .6El, Etotal and PI pulses Here then individually recorded 

for 100 events vrhose identifier signal Has contained in the 7 He-'> 9He region 

of the identifier spectrum. The percentage deviation of each 6E detector 

6 7 s 9 pulse from that expected for a He, He, He or He particle of incident 

energy Etotal was calculated for each event using range-energy relationships 

in silicon15 and the average detector thickness. Taking into account the 

detector profiles, tt:e probability of that event being a 
6

He, 7 He, SHe or 

9He particle was calculated for each of the tHo 6E detectors. The overall 

probability that a particular event Has either a 
6

He, 7 He, SHe or 9He vras assumed 
I 

to be the product of the respective probabilities for that particle in each 

detector; the event vras finally classified according to its dominant 

probability. 

Of these 100 events, S7 1vere defi.nitely 
8

He particles; the remainj ncr 
. . 0 

13 were randomly distributed among 6
He, 7He and 9He and vrere attributed to 

backgrou.nd arising from: 

a. The relatively high intensity of the 
6

He peak (""' 70 times more 

intense than the SHe peak under these experimental conditions) 

permitting 
6

He particles 1·rith abnormally high energy losses in 

both L:E detectors to simulate 7ue. 
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Chance coincidences hetveen tvro a-particles with ~ppropriate rela

tive energies and timing, which can simulate anything from 6He to 

61. ).. At the time these 100 events were accumulated, the pile-up. 

rejector shown in Fig. 2 was not in the circuit. Even though a 

50 ns fast coincidence was required betveen the cross-over pick 

off signals from the three detectors,· it was found that tvro 

a-particles of appropriate energies traversing the coanter tele-

scope within a time 6t ~ 400 ns could satisfy the fast coincidence 

requirements because the cross-over points of all three energy 

signals were shifted in the same direction by approximately the 

s~e amount. Tests indicated that, in the 46 hours required to 

accumulate the 100 individual events, we could expect -.4 to 9 

counts in the 7He through 9He region due to this phenomenon 

c. Chance coincidences of a-particles with protons, deuterons and 

.tritons, which can simulate 7He, 8He and 9He, respectively. 12 

Due to the muchgreater number of protons and tritons observed 

as compared to deuterons (- 10 to 1 for both protons and tritons; 

see Sec. 3-A, 3.B and 3-C) this effect would yield - 10 times 

more simulated 7He and 9He particles than 8He particles. The 

chance rate in this experiment for such coinci.dences is small; 

in 46 hours one would expect < l a-p and ~ 1 a-t chance coincidence 

of this type. Conseq~ently, one vrould expect essentially no a-d 

chance coincider1ces whi.ch simulate SHe particles. 

These. data viere then. supplemented by longer runs without indi,ridual energy 

amtly~ns (i.e. Modes 2 and 3). The energy spectrum of 
8

ue par·ticles cmiLV~d 

·,, 

i 
I 

I• 
i 

I r v 
i 
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f 252cf· f' · . h ' F' 10 d th l t . l d t . rom _ lSSlon ls s o-vm ln lg. c, an e re evan numerlca a ·a art'! 

tabulated in Table III. The lovJest energy portion of the 8Hc distribution 

shown in Fig. lOc was obtained in Mode 3 -vri th the external gold foil removed 

(see Fig. 1). · These data_did not overlap data taken with the exterri.al foil 

in place, and hence the normalization of.these points (denoted with an X in 

Fig. lOc) to the higher energy data is less certain than for the _other cases 

in vrhich there >-ras an overlap between the high- and lo-.;·r-energy data. 

Under the experimental conditions of the above Mode l run, the 

relative intensity of emission of heliwn isotopes of A ;:: 4 decreased by a 
6 . 4 8 < 

factor of "' 110 for He relative to He and by a factor of "' 70 for He 

relative to 6He. From this trend one might expect the intensity of emitted 

7 He to be "'9 times that of 
8

He. No 7 He ·emission of this intensity was 

observed experimentally and an upper limit for its emission can be set at 

l/12 the 8He intensity. 20 We take this as strong evidence for the particle 

instability of 7 He which was predicted in reference 10. 

A weak upper limit of one 9He per thirty 8He particles emitted from 

252Cf fission can be set from these data; hovrever, the follovring section 

presents data which allovr a more stringent limit to be placed on 9He emission. 

I. lOHe 

As indicated in Sec. 1, if 10He were particle stable we would expect 

it to be emitted during 252cf fission. The three- counter identifier syste.m 

vras set· up to record data in Mode 1 using the same detector telescope as -vras 

used , 
7 8 for the· detailed He- He study (see Sec. 3.H). Based on the syste-

matics of the relative intensities arict' the most probable 3nergies for the 

observed even-mass helium isotopes,.vre uould expect under these conditions 
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at least 1 
10

He for 70 
8

He particles, or about one 
10

He event every 32 hours. 

As described in the previous section, background events arising from ex-ex 

chance coincidences would completely mask a counting rate of this magnitude. 

The pile-up rejector shown in Fig. 2 was designed to decre.se this background. 

With the pile-up rejector, events which consisted of two particles traversing 

the detector telescope with relative timing ;::: 75 ns were rejected. Tests 

10 . after installation showed that the background in the He reg1on of the particle 

identifier spectrum was reduced to approximately one count every 500 hours, 

10 giving a possible true-to-chance ratio of "' 15 for He events. 

A continuous 220 hour study of particles whose PI signal was con-. 

tained in the 9He -a. 
10

He portion of the identifier spectrum yielded four 

events. Individual analysis (as described in the preceding section) shov1ed 

that the most probable assignments for these events \vere three 9He particles 

and one 10He particle. 10 The one He event is 1-1i thin the expected background 

counting rate from ex-ex chance coincidences and well below the lower J,imit of 

seven expected counts for the 220 hour period. The three probable 9H~ events 

are also within the expected background counting rate from a) ex-ex chance 

coincidences and b) 8ue particles with abnormally high energy losses in both 

~ detectors which could simulate a 9He. 

These data, along with the relative intensity and energy systematics 

of the helium isotopes emitted from 252cf fission, provide reasonable evi-

dence for the particle instability of 10He. 10 Very recently, He has been pre-

djcted to be unbound to 8rre + 2n by "' 10 MeV. 21 

set ~n upper limit for the emission of 9He 

In addition, these results 

at l 9He/l60 8He particles; since 

9 . 8 
at most l He per 9 He particles vrould be expected from the systematics, 



.. 
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these data also ind.icate the particle instability of 9He. 

J. Li and Be 

2'-2 
The possible observation of Li and Be ions emitted from J 'Cf fission 

...... · 

has been reported; 2 however, the authors state that the identification of 

these particles is not very certain. We have observed "' 2500 Li and "' 2250 

Be ions emitted from the fission of 252cr. In addition, 100 individual Li ion 

events of energy ? 2i+ MeV [6Li] were accumulated .using the three-" counter particle 

identifier and Mode l operation (see Sec. 2). An analysis of these events 

identical t0 that described in Sec. 3 .H shovred that the composition of these 

100 Li ions was as follows: 10 - 6Li; 69- 7Li; 13 - 8Li; and 8 - 9Li particles. 

Thus it appears that about 70 per cent of these higher energy Li ions emitted 

d . 252Cf f" . . 71. urlng · lSSlOn are l. During the 90 hours required to accumulate the 

100 Li events, 6 individual Be ion events of energy? 38 MeV [9Be] were also 

recorded. 9 10 Analysis revealed that 2 were Be and 4 were Be particles. The 

reconstructed PI spectrum resulting from these individual events taken in Mode 1 

is shown in Fig. lla. It can be seen that the lithium isotopes are well 

separated by the three-counter particle identifier. 

The Mode 1 data on Li and Be ions vrere supplemented by longer runs 

using the tvro- counter particle identifier, Mode 2 data accumulation and a thin 

(15 fl) &:: detector. A PI spectrum showing the separation of Li and Be ions 

o'.J'c.ained 1d th .the two- counter PI (external foil in place) is shovm in Fig. llb. 

The expected positions for the various isotopes of Li and Be are :indicated on 

the figure, but no separation of these isotopes was possible due to the non

unifon~!l.ty of the &:; detector. 22 Because of this, the energy spectra presented 

in Fig. 12 are for all Li isotopes (a) and for all Be isotopes (b); absoroer 

corrections to the energy distributions l>ere made for 7Li and 10Be, r~:~spectiveJ::,·. 
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In addition, the energy spectrum resulting from the 69 individual r( Li events 

previously discussed is shown as an inset in Fig. l2a. In an attempt to deter-

mipe the most probably energy for the Li and Be ions, the external gold foil 

was removed allm·ring the lower portion of the energy spectra to be extended. 

Relevant numerical data for the Li and Be isotopes emitted from 252cf fission 

are tabulated in Table IV. 

K. Particles with Z = 5, 6 

The expected posi~cions for boron and carbon groups are indicated on 

the PI spectrum presented in Fig. llb. Only boron ions? 33 MeV [10Bl and carbon 

[12 l . 
ions ? 43 MeV C could have been detected under the experimental conditions 

which prevailed vrhen the data of Fig. llb were taken. No significant jntensity 

of these ions was observed; it should be noted that the two-counter PI (which 

has a much higher background counting rate than the three- counter PI) was w;ed 

for accumulating these data. 

4. SUMMARY 

This study of the long-range particles emitted during the fission of 

252cr has confirmed1- 8 the emission of 1H, 2H, 3H, 3He, 4He and 6He particles 

and found in addition that 8He, 61i, 7~i, 8 1i, %j_, 9Be, 10Be and probably some 

other isotopes of beryllium are also emitted. The detailed data obtained on 

7 9 10 He, He and He emission indicate that these helium isotopes are partic]._e 

unstable. Energy spectra for all the observed hydrogen and helium isotopes , 
(with the exception of 3He) and for the Li and Be· ions vrere obtained, and the 

most probabJe energy for each determined. End-point energy graphs for the 

-..... -·· 

1,: 

'~
' I 
I ~ 

i 
I 

"'I 
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various long-range particles observed in this investigation are shovm in Fig. 13 

1vherc for consistency an exponential behavior of these high-energy section~> ha:-; 

been assumed. It should be noted that the end-point energies appear to increase 

slowly with improving overall statistics and hence are not necessarily reliable 

except as lovrer limits. 

Relevant numerical data resulting ,from the "measured" and "extrapolated" 

energy spectra of this study are ·Summarized in Table V, and the relative 

intensities of emission of the various long-range particles are shown in Fig. 14. 

The "measured" values resulted from using only data obtained experimentally, 

·while the "extrapolated" values were obtained by extending each of the energy 

distributions tb zero energy as shown by the dashed lines on the various energy 

spectra. 
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Table I. List of detector thicknesses, modes of data collection (see text), 
observable energy ranges and 252cf' source used in the various experimental 
configurat:i.ons. 

Detected 
Particle 

Proton 

Proton 

0pservab1e 
Energy Range 

(MeV) 

2.0- 4.48 

3.0- S.6 

Proton 6.0-23.7 

Proton 4.0-23.7 

Deuteron 5.3-31.7 

Deuteron S.7-33.0 

Triton 6.5-37·7 

Triton 9.2-39.3 

3He 14.2- > 50 

4
He 

4 
He 

SHe 

SHe 

SHe 

SHe 

SHe 

Li j_ons 

Li ions 

I.i ions 

14.4- > 50 

10.0-l3.S 

ll.0-45.4 

15.7- >50 

a 
9·3-11.0 

12.0-15.1 

14.0- > 50 

17.3-24.S 

17.3- >50 

15.2·-39.38 'c 

'20.0- > 50c 
c 

2h .0-41. 9 

-----· ·---
Mode of Silicon Detector Thicknesses(JJ.) Source 

(~gm of 
252cr) 

Operation 6E2 6El E E-reject 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 
2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

2 

3 
2 

2 

3 

3 
2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

..... 

37 

37 

37 

112 

37 

112 

82 

15b 

15b 

125 

460 

32 . 3011-5 

32 3045 

32 3045 

S2 3200 

32 3045 

82 3200 

37 .1200 

612 

1000 

37 15 

37 

612 

1000 

15b 

15b 

34b 

37 15 

37 15 

37 

37 

1000 

112 

1000 

127" 

612 

112 

587 

14S 

148 

148 

148 

507 

148 

507 

507 

127 

127 

82 

127 

127 

148 

82 

127 

127 

127 

587 

127 

127 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

20 

12 

20 

20 

20 

20 

12 

20 

20 

12 

12 

20 

20 

20 

12 

20 

20 



Detected 
Particle 

Be ions 

Be ions 

Be ions 

Observable 
Energy Range 

. (MeV) 

23.0- > 50a :,d 

28.8- > 50d 

38.0- > 50d 

-23-

Table I. (continued) 

Mode of 
Operation 

2 

2 

1 

Silicon Detector Thiclmesse~ 
hE2 .6Ea E E-rcject 

15b 127 587 
15b 612 127 

37 15 112 127 

Source 
(fd.§m of 
2)~-cr) 

12 

20 

20 

a'l'o effect these measurements, the external foil was removed and. the solid 
angle subtendcd by the detectors was reduced from 0.007 sr to 0.0006 sr. 
b 

Where only one value for the thickness of the 6E detectors is listed, the 
equipment was being operated as a two-counter particle identifier system. 

cThe observable energy range given was calculated for 7 Li. 

dThe observab]_e energy range given was calculated for 10Be. 



Table II. Numerical data derived from the energy ~p2ctra of the hydrogen isotopes emitted dur
ing the fission of ) Cf. 

Dete<;ted Measured Intensity Relative to Most h'WHM ·No. of 
Particle Energy Range Emission of 100 a-Earticles a Probable (MeV) Particles 

(MeV) b 1 ·. c Energy Observed 
Measured Extrapo ated (IvleV) 

Tritons d 
6.5 - 24.3 6.42 ± 0.20 8.46 ± 0.28 8.0 ± 0.3 3·1 ± 0.3 75700 

Tritons 
e 

3·7 - 16.5 6.7 ± 1.1 8.0 3·5 34 ---"- ------
Tritons 

f 
5·5 - 16.0 6.0 ± 0.5· 8.5 ± 1.0 > 100 ----------- ---------

Tritonsg ---------- 6.7 ± 0.2 ----------- --------- ---------
Deuterons d 

5·3 - 21.5 o.63 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.03 8.0 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.5 5600 
f' 

Deuterons - ----------· < 0·5 ----------- --------- --------- ----

Protons d 
7·3 - 18.8 1.10 ± 0.15 1. 75 ± 0.30 7.8 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 0.8 26900 

Protons 
f 

5·5 - 16.0 2.2 ± 0.5 8.5 ± 1.0 ----------·- ---------
a299 fissions/a-particle is the best available value for 

2
5

2cf. See Rer'. 4. 

bNumerical '.ralues under this column were obtained by using only those portions of the energy 
spectra 'VIlc.ich were dete:nnined experimentally. 

cNumerical values under this colu.rnn were obtained by using energy spectra extrapolated to zero 
energy as s .. !O\-ID 0..1 the individual energy distribution graphs. 

~esults of this investigation. 
e . Results of '\.Jatson, see Ref. 3· 
f Results of Wegner, see Ref. 1. 

gResults oi' Horrocks, see Ref. 8. 
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Table III. JIJumerical" data derived from the energy ~p2ctra of the heliwn isotopes emitted during 
the fission of ~ Cf. 

Detected 
?ar-ticle 

3Hed 

3u e l.e 

h c_ 
'He 

h f 
·He. 
4Heg 
4 h HP 
4 i 

He . 
41-J j 

·'"e 
4 k He 

6H C. 
.~e 

6Upf 
. .1.1.-

su d 
.l~e 

, 

Measured 
Energy Range 

(MeV) 

14.2 - 21.3 

------------

8.3 - 37·7 

11.4 - 34.0 

6.5 - 31.0 

1.5 - 2~.0 

8.0 - 34.0 

10.0 - "-'30.0 

10.0 - 30.0 

10.0 - 33-3 

13.5 - 24.0 

9·3 - 27.7 

Intensity Relative to 
Emission of 100 a-particlesa 

b c 
Measured Extrapolated 

::: 0.0(5 -----~.-----

< 0.5 -----------

------------ ------------
----------- ------------
------------ ------------____ .,. _______ ------.-----
------------ -----------
------------ ------.-----
----------- ------------

1.95:!: 0.15 2.63 :!: 0.18 

1.45 :!: 0.13 "'2.0 

0.062±0.008 0.090±0.012 
8 299 fissions/a-particle is the best available value for 

Most 
Probable 

Energy 
(MeV) 

16.0 ± 0.2 

16.0 

"' 16.0 

17.0 ± 1.0 

19.0 

15.0 

"' 16.0 

12.0 ± 0.5 

----------
10.2 ± 1.0 

h"tfHM 
(MeV) 

.5.1 ± 0.2 

"' 5·5 

"'7·5 

"' 5·5 

"' 5-0 

"' 6.5 

"' 5-0 

4.0 ± 0.5 

----~----

4.0 ± 1.0 

252Cf. See Ref .. 4. 

I 

No. of 
Particles 
Observed 

~ 36 

1558000 

,....; 20000 

445 

"' 20000 

"' 200 

----
"' 600 

71300 

119 

1110 

bl{:.r:erical values under this colu_rnn were obtained by using only these portions of the energy 
spec-'::ra ·.vhich >vere determined experimentally. 

c}\;u.'1'.erical values under this column were obtained by using energy spectra extrapolated to zero 
as shown on the individual energy distribution graphs. 

dPesu.lts 
e 
Rest~lts 

of this investigation. 

of \vegner, see Ref. 1. 

h 

i 
Results of Nobles, see Ref. 4. 

Results of Mv.ga et al., see Ref. 5· 

I 
[\) 
\Ji 

I 

c:: 
n 
!:0 
t-' 
I 

r-:: 
----.f' 

.J...Res\;.lts 
~ ~ 
".Results of Fraenkel ar:d Thompsor:_, see Ref. 6. ~ 

cr 
r_Res 1J.l'ts 

of l,{hetstone and Tho:nas, see Ref. 2. 

of Watson, see Ref. 3. k 
Results of Coleman et al., see Ref. ('. 



Table IV. Numerical data derived from the energy distributions of the lithium and berylliLL'Tl 
isotopes emitted during the fission of 252cf. 

Detected 
Particle 

6T. 
.ul 

7Li 
8T • 

...;l 

9Li 

Li ions 

9Be 

lOBe 

Be ions 

Measured 
Energy Range 

(MeV) 

24.0 - 33.2 

25.4 - 38.3 

26.8 - 37-5 

28.1 - 37.1 

15.2 - 37-3 

39·3 - 43·9 

41.0 - 45.6 

23.0 - 49.1 

Intensity Relative to 
Emission of 100 a-particles8 

b c Measured Extrapolated 

0.0011±0.0005 

0 .OC81 ±0 .0012 

0.0015±0.0006 

0.0009±0.0004 

0.126 ±0.015 

0.0002 

0.0004 

0.156 ±0.016 

------~.------

0.132 ± 0.016 

-------------

0.201 ± 0.020 

Most 
Probable 

Energy 
(MeV) 

20.0 ± 1.0 

,..., 26.0 

HWHM 
(MeV) 

-----:-.----

3-3 ± 1.0 

i 

---~-----

,..., 5-5 

No. of 
Particles 
Observed 

10 

69 

13 

8 

2496 

2 

4 

2264 

a299 fissions/a-particle is the best available value for 252cf. See Ref. 4. 
b Numerical values under this column were.obtained by using only those portions of the energy 
spectra which were determined experimentally. 

c:\~rrerical values under this column were obtained by using energy spectra extrapolated to zero 
energy as shown on the individual energy distribution graphs. 
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TABLE V. Summary of numer!cal.data obtained from this investigation of the long-range particles 

emitted during the fission of 252cf. 

Particle Measured Intensity Relative to Most Probable! HWHM ] High Energyb Uncorrected Dat:;;- . 

Detected Energy Range ~.fssion _o_~~~a-_part_~c::l::e~a · Energy ! (MeV) I cu·t-off Most Probable J Absorbe 
,---- - d · I e 1 

1
. 2 

(MeV) Measured ____ ! Extrap~~~:."~-----~-e~l__ __ j___ l (M-~--- -~~~r~-(~~~ _(mg~crn. 
I I . 

Proton 7-3- 18.8 1.10 ± 0.15 
1

1.1.75 ± 0.30 7.8 ± 0.8 J.4 ± 0.8 i 18.8 7.26 24.75-

Deuteron 5.3 ~ 21.5 0.63 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.03 8.0 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.5! 22.4 7.18 24.75-

Triton 6.5- 24.} 6.42 ± 0.20 i 8.46 ± 0.28 8.0 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.3 i 24.5 6.99 24.75-
0 I I 
~lie 14.2 - 21.3 , ~ 0.075 • ------------- ---------- I --------· ----. ---- 8.26 -

I 4
11e 8.3- 37-7 I --------------- ------------- ! 16.0 ± 0.2 5.1 ± 0.2. \! 37-9 13.66 8.26-

I 
6

He 10.0- 33·3 1.95 ± 0.15 2.63 ± 0.1a 12.0 ± 0.5 14.0 ± 0.5 · 32.6 7.85 a.26 -

aile 9-3- 27-7 0.062 ± o.oo8 0.090 ± 0.012 10.2 ± 1.0 4.0 ± 1.0 28.7 6.56 15.83-
6

Li 24.0 - 33.2 0.0011 ± 0.0005· ------------- ---------- --------- ---- ---- a.26 -
7

11 25.4 - 3a.3 0.00a1 ± 0.0012 ------------- ---------- ~~--------- 37;5 ---- 8.26 -

aLi 26.8- 37.5 o.oo15 ± o.oo06 ---~--------- ---------- --------- ---- ---- a.26-

9Li 2a.l- 37-1 0.0009 ± 0.0004 ------------- ---------- --------- ---- ---- 8.26-

., 

' ~l 
A~ l 
Au 

1 
Au 

Alj 
Al. 

Al 

Au 

Al 

Al 

Al 

Al 

Li ions 15.2 - 37-3 0.126 ± 0.015 0.132 ± 0.016 20.0 ± 1.0 3-3 ± 1.0 3a.o I 14.13 15.83 - Au 
9Be 

lOBe 

Be ions 

I 

39-3 - 43.9 ~ 0.0002 ------------- ---------- --------- ---- I ---- 8.26 - Al 

41.0 -·45 .. 6 ~ o.ooo4 ------------- ---------- --------- ---- I ---- 8.26 - Al 
) 

23.0 - 49.1 0.156 ± 0.016 0.201 ± 0.020 ~ 26.0 ~ 5-5 45.0 l4.ao 15.a3 - Au 

~------

a. 29J ficsions/a-particle is the best available value for 
2

5
2

Cf. See Reference 4. 

b. These values were determined from Fig. 13. 

c. 1hese two columns give the experimentally measured peak· energies for the various distributions and the 

thickness and type of absorber which covered the source at the time of measurement cif the peak energies. 

d. Numerical values Wlder this column were obtained by using only those portions· of the energy spectra 

which were detennined experimentally. 

e. Numerical values Wlder this column ~<ere obtained by ucing energy spectra extrapolated to zero energy as 

sh01m on the individual· energy distribution graphs (see Figs. 6, 7, 10, and 12). 
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FIGUHE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. 
. 2h2 

Experimental arrangement of the ') Cf source .v:i.th respect to the 

cover f'oilJ. magnet J external foilJ. collJ.mators and detectors. 

Fig. 2. An abbreviated block diagram of the electronic equipment. 

Fig. 3. A schematic derivation of the three identification pulses generated 

by the three-counter particle identifier. 

Fig. 4. Typical spectra from the three-counter particle :identifier resul Ung 

from long-range particles emitted during 252cf fission. The th:i.ck-

nesses of the detectors -.rhich .vere used to accumulate these data 

are indicated. 

Fig. 5. A two-dimensional contour plot of a particle identifier vs. total 

. ' . 252 . . . 
energy spectlum af the hydrogen isotopes emitted from Cf f1ss1on. 

Fig. 6. Energy spectra of (a) tritons and (b) deuterons emitted from 252cf 

fission. The error bars represent counting statistics only; wl1en 

no error bar is shownJ the error is contained vlithin the point. 

Fig. 7. Energy distribution of protons emitted from the 
252

cf source. Part 

Fig. 8. 

(a) shows the experimental data and part (b) a possible decomposition 

of the spectrum into three components (see text for discussion). 

2Lf2 
The observed proton energy distributions from (a) the Crn ex-source 

and (b) a background run in which a 0.63 em Ta absorber was placed 

bebv-een the 
2 52

cf source and the detectors. D:istr:i.but:ion (a) is 

decomposed into two possible components labeled Band C. 

Fig. 9. An expanded particle identifier spectrum sho-.Jj_ng the expected po

slti.on of a 3He peak. The ree;:i on of the spectnan betv1ecn A a~hi ]i 

-was investigated in detail (see Sec. J.J<~). 
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Fig. 10. Energy spectra of long-range (a) 
4

He, (b) 6He and (c) 
8

He parUcles 

·emitted from 252cf fission. 'l'he error bars represent counU ng 

~ statistics only. 

F':ig. ll. (8) A three-counter particle identif:ier.spectrwn reconstructed frow 

Li and Be ion indj_v)dual events, and (b) a two-counter particle 

identifier spectrUm shmling Li and Be ion separation and predicted 

positions of B and C groups. 

Fig. 12. Energy spectra of (a) Li and (b) Be ).ons emitted from 
2

52cf fission. 

(a) also shows data for 71). particles taken in Mode l. The error 

bars represent counting statistics only. 

Fjg. 13. End-point energy plots for particles detected from 
2 52

cf fission. 

Fig. 11.~. Relative intensities of· particles emitted from 
252

cf fission. The 

(a) measured and (b) extrapolated values are explained )_n the text. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






